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New Career Ideas for Everyone – Time to embark on a new professional journey
1. HR worker (generalist, assistant, manager)
Many people are tired from working with computers, or standing at the assembly line for
hours on end. If you belong to this group of people, you may find the role of an HR
professional interesting and intriguing.
No special education or experience is required for many HR roles. You just work a bit on
your people skills, communication skills, and show willingness to learn (and perhaps you
already have these skills, and do not need to improve on them).
2. Marketing manager, or marketing trainee
Many jobs are routine, and you may be tired of one such (or perhaps of a succession of
routine, repetitive jobs that present no challenges and excitement). Give a try to marketing.
Working on various campaigns, seeing interesting designs, being creative in your job, and
learning new fascinating subjects such as color psychology, consumers behavior, or website
analytics, can bring a new spark of life to your boring daily routine.
3. Manual labor
We sit in the office, in front of a computer screen. Then we come back home, and sit in front
of the TV. In between the two, we sit in a car (or in a metro, tram, bus).
Sit, sit, sit, no wonder that we are obese, and often tired of our sedentary jobs. Why not
to try manual labor? A bit of fresh air, and a different kind of people. People who enjoy being
outside, people who are not afraid to put their hands to the test.
5. Freelancing career
Sometimes it is not a job title, but the type of our occupation that stands between us and
the feeling of happiness. The number of freelancers is growing each year, and with websites
such as freelancer.com or fiverr.com, it was never easier to become one such, and to find your
first clients.
Join one of the freelancing sites, and start approaching people who post there projects on the
website. The beginning is not easy, but once you establish yourself, the clients will keep
coming.
More information and source: https://interviewpenguin.com/new-career-ideas-foreveryone/
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